
DATES TO REMEMBER REMINDERS

UPCOMING WEEK

May 3- Grandparent/Special 

Persons Day! Noon dismissal!                                         

May 8 - Mother's Day Tea          

May 10 - No school, 

Professional Development 

Day for Teachers!                        

May 22 - Field trip to 

Beardsley Zoo.  Any 

chaperones??  Info to follow 

shortly!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 The children should 

now be writing their 

own clues for Show 

and Tell!                                  

Please have the boys 

wear pants on 

Fridays for church.    

am       

a          

we            

five      

seven      

two      

have     

down    

red      

come     

they        

 Math - Two dimensional shapes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

L.A. -   Understanding characters (feelings behavior) pronouns, guided reading, journaling                  

Religion - Our Mother Mary (we will have a May crowning, more to follow!)                                         

Science - Fun with colors and water!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

their     

an       

him       

her      

that       

look       

what      

went    

was     

now      

how

WEEKLY NEWS
I hope you all enjoyed a wonderful Easter and the spring break with your children.  They have 

returned to school very excited to see their friends again and to get back to work!  Thank you to Mrs. 

Hatfield and Mrs. Peters for presenting a program on Money Smarts to the Kinders.  They really 

enjoyed learning about money and how to save it.  We discussed at length that Jesus is now risen 

and sits next to his father in heaven, God.   In Math, we have completed our unit on sorting (a test 

will be given shortly.)  The children enjoyed making their ladybug Math project.  Each child was given 

an addition or subtraction problem to solve and then write the problem and answer on the ladybug.  

The answer would be how many spots it has on it which I have been told is it's age.  I believe I was 

told that as a child as well!  We celebrated Earth Day by watching a video, reading a few books and 

making our Earth Day project.  The tree seedlings which arrive every year for the children have been 

delayed.  Expected delivery is next week.  We will be planting flowers soon!

SIGHT WORDS
I          
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like     

the     
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to       

for      
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me      

be       

play      
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give      
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can       

with     
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want     
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of         

some     

would     

from    

take    

your       

over     

could     
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where    

there
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